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Abstract

Traditional games for children who live in urban areas was a significant activity. That was involved much physical activity and influenced psychological development in children. Generally, the traditional games were found in the low-income community and large area. The qualitative study described in this paper aimed to: (i) explore parents view about playing for their children; (ii) explore teachers view about academically benefit of the traditional game for students. Semi-structured, in depth-interviews, were interviewed conducted with two parents of Bajo’ Tribe and three teachers of the elementary school. The result showed that traditional games are important for children’s physical and psychological health (cognition, emotion, and social aspects). Implications for future will consider local wisdom based-curriculum in kindergarten and elementary school. Traditional games are important for student’s psychological health, as well as physical health.
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1. Introduction

The Bajo’s tribe was born and lives on the sea. It has become a part of their life, for example, fishing as income primary source for them. Most of their life happened on the sea, not only for income but also as a playground of their children. We can see children playing on the sea for different kind of games, for example swimming competition, playing ball, diving, and so forth. On the other side, children were playing on the land in front or around their home, e.g., main karet, lompat tali, balap ban, and bermain kelempeng (in Indonesia). Kinds of these games were mentioned as traditional games which involved much physical activity. Traditional games are usually available played by children in the rural community due to the lower cost compared to the modern games (video games). Rural children are more likely to live in low-income families [1]. Consequently, traditional games are mostly used by children, especially in Bajo’s children.
Play can be considered as a form of behavior, which takes place according to rules in a specific space and time. Due to this feature, playing becomes the subject of study in different sciences. The interest in the study of play arises in pedagogy, psychology, sociology, ethnology, philosophy, but is also an essential segment of art, economy, and other areas. That fact confirms the importance of play as a unique phenomenon which accompanies us throughout our lives from early childhood. There are many games which are meant for a different age of groups of children and adults. Some of those are used in working with children, due to the possible effect on the improvement of a child psycho-physical state. In the traditional game, the players pay attention to abiding by the rules and warn each other about certain deflections. Children are very critical and consistent in implementing specific rules. During the game, they warn each other about behavior which is not allowed. Therefore, traditional game based-school can improve the human relationships between students in class and increase of students’ socialization outside classes [2]. It can be inferred that traditional games useful for children social development.

Others benefits of traditional games are the intensity of positive emotions was higher in cooperative games and lower in individual games. It can contribute to the motor, linguistic, cognitive and social-emotional development fields of children [3]. All of them are mentioned as a psychological healthy for children. Another side, traditional games as physical activity or active playing can give benefit to physical health, i.e., increase heart rate, oxygen consumption, and blood pressure. This benefit indicates a potential role of playing strategies for cardiovascular health in children [4]. All of the benefits of traditional games mentioned are not only for psychological health but also for physical health for children.

This recent study focused on the traditional games being specific to Bajo’s children, with objectives:

(i) Bajo’s community are on medium and low social, economic status (SES). Moreover, play a traditional game is a way to develop child ability on thinking and emotion as well as socialization between children, as well as physical health.

(ii) Understand how parents believed that traditional games could benefit their children in psychological and physical health.

(iii) Children playing traditional games were not only outside the school but also in the schoolyard. Therefore, the research explored the teachers’ perception of traditional games in Bajo’s Tribe and how if traditional games would be adapted as part of a local wisdom-based curriculum for further.
The play is considered to have many beneficial effects on the development of children’s emotional health. The play is a significant part of a child and referred to as “a child work” for achieving optimal development [5]. Play in children is considered important in achieving the development of his mental health, so the play is a type of therapy in children called play therapy. Play therapy is based on two premises: (i) the child expresses his or her psychological state through play, making play a window into the child’s mind, and (ii) by directing the children’s play, the therapist can help resolve a child’s conflicts.

Traditional games were identified into [6, 7].

(i) Psychomotor Games, i.e., games that require the movement to play but does not show in the communication between the players. For example, yoyo, jump, and kite.

(ii) The cooperation game, a game that requires cooperation among the players with others. For example, the circle game, jump rope, dancing together, or games that need a chorus of mutual sounds.

(iii) The games have opponents:

(a) One of the opponents of all, a player must capture the other players.

(b) One by one, that is, resistance against each other. It can be divided into (1) the resistance of the symmetrical, such as wrestling, fighting with sticks, each kicking a ball, throw and catch the ball. (2) resistance is not symmetrical, for example, poncho.

(c) All against all, which is the resistance between all players. For example, scramble the ball sack racing.

(iv) Game co. – resistance consists of:

(a) The opposite team is a team to the resistance between the two teams.

(b) One against all

(c) All against all

(d) The game was ambivalent that all players could be a friend or rival without any clear criteria.

Based on the description of the classification of traditional games, we can conclude that the four classifications of the game focus on movement or physical activity.
2. Methods

In this qualitative research in which data is collected through depth interviews by participants. Participants consist of three teachers and two parents. They are asked comments about the traditional game each other, for parents described what they believe of the traditional game for healthy children. Some questions are: “what kind of games you know from your environment which your children played?”; “What do you know about the advantages of playing the game for your children?” Then, three teachers in the elementary school asked for answers some questions are related traditional games which are played by students in the school. Those questions are: “what your opinion about children played games?”; “is there special anything from playing the game?”; “What is your suggestion to the government from children playing the game in school?”. Researchers develop all questions.

3. Results

From depth interviews, in traditional games, much information could be reached about the kind of games and their functions to psychological and physical health. The distribution of content features in traditional games according to teachers and parents are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of game</th>
<th>Cognitive</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Physic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marbels</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Yeye</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lompat Tali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Kengkeng</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enggo sembunyi</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing the ball on the sea</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is seen that in Table 1, the content features in games are all of them involves cognitive, emotion, and social aspect as psychological health. Some of the games are not enough involves many physical activities. The symbol (-) means physical activity is not higher than a traditional game in the symbol (*).
According the parents are the traditional game can improve memory, happy together with others, meet many friends and to health physically their children. They had believed the game as a heritage from their ancestors. Furthermore, according to the teachers are the game benefits to the students in many areas; they can be social with others, happy and they can create a strategy for win the game. Surely, a traditional game which involves physical activity may be healthy for children (students). Moreover, also, the teachers answer that traditional games most essential to be included in the curriculum, especially for elementary school student (and kindergarten, too).

4. Discussion

Meaningful cross-cultural research is increasingly common today, fortunately, supported by a growing number of developmental scientists who grew up outside North America, and the urgent need to recognize and study more diverse groups within and outside the United States is universally recognized.

This study explorative had found that traditional game in Bajo’s children plays an important role in health psychology and physic. The parents and teachers have the same opinion; they consider it necessary for healthy childhood development. For example, traditional game intervention can improve motor skills for children school age [8]. Motor skills are needing to physic activity, e.g., for sport, playing, and so forth.

Traditional games should not only for children played but also support from parents. Other Study had found that children aged 2 yr to 17 yr found that there are play activities with the children of parents who have had a positive impact on the physical health of children, among other things: walking and exercising together. Also, the togetherness of the child with the parents in exercising a positive influence on emotional health, i.e., children become excited and feel warm with his parents [9]. Parents involved in traditional games are many benefits for their children, one of them is close up the relation between child and parent.

Furthermore, traditional games are necessary to include in the pre-school and primary school curriculum, especially children from rural and not advantage economically. It benefits for the welfare of children and adolescents [10]. A traditional game which is involving physic activity, it can be improved through environmental-based. It has been researched about environmental factors, i.e., home and neighbors who support children social development [11]. Furthermore, the social-ecological model describes the development of physical activity in the context of the environment in homes and schools.
ecological version of information processing illustrates the importance of viewing knowledge and technique dimensions of gameplay as interdependent. Bronfenbrenner’s[12] ecological theory was said that environmental factors (ecology) play an important role in life-span development, particularly for the development of children through play. Bronfenbrenner said that there are five levels or system contained in the environment, among others: microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem and chronosystem. In this traditional game played by Bajo’s children, include games made by children in the environment around the home and school environment is referred to as the environment microsystem. Children gain experience with friends as well as the involvement of parents and other adults in the second environment the play. These experiences give impact on the development of cognitive, emotional and social as well as achieving physical health, due to traditional games involve physical activity.

The study is preliminary and necessary to follow up by further research using extend participants, primarily for children played the game as the participants. We want to know how they feel while playing the game together with their friends.

5. Conclusions

Traditional games do not only give benefits for psychological health but also physically healthy for children played the game. The game is needed to be extended in school as a curriculum at school.
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